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Abstract
Paul and Reischuk devised space e f f i c ie n t  simulations of logarithmic cost 
random access machines and multidimensional Turing machines. We simplify the ir  
general space reduction technique and extend i t  to the class of pointer machines, a 
model of computation on graphs and data structures. Every pointer machine of time 
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11 . INTRODUCTION
Every designer of algorithms has encountered tradeoffs between time and space« 
the two fundamental computational resources. Given additional space« the designer 
can often reduce the running time of an algorithm. Conversely, to compensate for a 
lim itation on space, the designer may be compelled to use more time.
To understand the relationships between time and space, several researchers 
have derived precise time-space tradeoffs for several computational models.
Hopcroft et al. (1977) and Adleman and Loui (1981) established that every 
deterministic multitape Turing machine of time complexity T(n) can be simulated by a 
deterministic Turing machine of space complexity T(n)/log T (n ) . Consequently, by 
the space hierarchy theorem (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979), the class of problems 
solvable in space T(n) s t r ic t ly  includes the class of problems solvable in time T(n) 
on Turing machines. Thus space is more valuable than time. Recently Dymond and 
Tompa (1985) demonstrated that every deterministic Turing machine of time complexity 
T(n) can be simulated by an alternating Turing machine of time complexity 
0(T(n)/log T (n ) ) ;  this result implies the deterministic simulation in space 
T (n )/log T (n ) .
Paul and Reischuk (1981) obtained further time-space tradeoffs. They simulated 
tree machines and random access machines of time complexity T(n) in space 
T(n)/log T (n ) . Also, they simulated multidimensional Turing machines of time 
complexity T(n) in space T(n) c108^ ^ 11 V lo g  T(n) for a constant c.
We extend the study of the relationship between time and space to pointer 
machines, a natural model of computation on graphs and data structures. We prove 
that every pointer machine of time complexity T(n) can be simulated by a pointer 
machine of space complexity 0(T(n)/log T (n ) ) .
Pointer machines were o r ig ina lly  defined by Schonhage (1980), who called them 
storage modification machines. Many combinatorial algorithms use the pointer
2operations that pointer machines provide as primitives. Thus pointer machines are 
more convenient than multitape Turing machines for precise, rigorous specifications 
of many algorithms. Schd’nhage (1980) established that pointer machines are more 
powerful than multidimensional Turing machines: every multidimensional Turing 
machine can be simulated by a pointer machine in real time. Also, he designed a 
pointer machine that multiplies integers in linear time. Tarjan (1979) derived a 
nonlinear lower bound on the time required by pointer machines to maintain disjoint 
se ts.
In constrast to these time-space tradeoffs for general computational models, 
Hopcroft and Ullman (1968), Paterson (1972), and Loui (1981) devised space-efficient 
simulations of severely restricted  models with one worktape head. Bentley and Brown 
(1982), Borodin and Cook (1982), and Tompa (1980), among many others, discovered 
time-space tradeoffs for specific  combinatorial problems.
Section 2 of this paper defines pointer machines, and Section 3 defines their 
associated computation graphs. Section 4 describes the e f f ic ien t  simulation of a 
pointer machine of time complexity T (n ) . F inally, Section 5 analyzes the simulation 
and shows that i t  uses space 0(T(n)/log T (n ) ) .
A ll logarithms are taken to base 2.
2 . POINTER MACHINES
We give a terse but complete description of pointer machines. Schonhage (1980) 
discusses their properties in more deta il.
Let A be a f in i t e  set. A A-structure is a directed graph with a distinguished 
vertex called its  center. Furthermore, each vertex of a A-structure has outdegree 
IA I, and the outgoing arcs from x are labeled with distinct elements of A. Call the 
vertices  of a A-structure c e l ls , and ca ll the arcs pointers; the terms c e l l  and
pointer connote the storage structure. Formally, a A-structure is a tr ip le  £ =
3(X, Xq , p ) , where X is  a set of ce l ls ,  Xq e X is  the center of Z> and p = {p^: 8eA) 
is a family of pointer mappings p^: X —> X; i f  pg(x) = y» then pointer 8 originating 
from x goes to y.
A l abel is a positive integer. A A-program is a f in i t e  set of A-instruct ions. 
defined below, each of which has a d istinct label. A pointer machine with alphabet 
A is a A-program. A configuration of a pointer machine M is a pair (X, Z ) , where X 
is the label of an instruction of M, and Z is  a A-structure. The pointer machine 
operates by executing the A-instructions in i ts  A-program. The execution of the 
instruction labeled X causes a transition from a configuration (X, (X, x^, p )) to 
another configuration (X ',  Z ' ) .
There are seven types of A-instructions.
(1) accept. The machine stops: X' and Z* are undefined. A pointer machine accepts 
an in i t ia l  A-structure i f  the last instruction that i t  executes is accept.
(2) re.iect. The machine stops: X' and Z ' are undefined. A pointer machine reiects 
an in i t ia l  A-structure i f  the last instruction that i t  executes is re je c t .
(3) create 8, where 8 e A. A new ce l l  z i  X is  created. The new label is X' =
X + 1. The new A-structure is Z ’ = (X U { z } , xQ, p ' ) ,  where p 's (xQ) = z, and
P '^ (z )  = for a ll*p  in A, and p '^ (y ) = p^(y) i f  either p £ 8 or y £ Xq.
(4) center 8, where 8 e A. The center ce l l  is changed. The new label is X' =
X + 1. The new A-structure is Z ' = (X, P§(xq) ,  p ) .
(5) assign 8 := y, where £ ,  y 8 A. The new label is X' = X + 1. The new A-
structure is Z ' = (X, xQ, p ' ) ,  where prs (xQ) = p^(xQ) , and p '^ (y ) = P^(y) i f  
either p £ 8 or y ^ x^. That is, one pointer changes.
( 6 ) Assign S := YqYi , where 8, yQ, y-j^  e A. 
A-structure is  Z ' = (X, xQ, p ' ) ,  where
The new label is X' = X + 1. 
P V V  = PY (pv andT1 Yo
The new
P' ^  ( y) = p^(y) i f  either p £ 8 or y  ^ Xq. Again, one pointer changes.
4(7) i f  y = 5 goto p, where y e A and 8 e A and |i is  a label. The A-structnre 
remains unchanged: I '  = (X, xQ, p ) . I f  Py (xQ) = P6(xQ) , then X' = p; 
otherwise, X' = X + 1.
We may assume that the A-program of a pointer machine is well formed: i f  i t  has 
L instructions, then the ir  labels are in { 1 , . . . , L } ,  and the instruction labeled L is 
either accept or re je c t .
A computation of a pointer machine M on an in i t ia l  A-structure £q is a sequence 
of configurations
where Xq = 1, and for  every i ,  the execution of the instruction labeled X^  
transforms into Z j+^ . Call this execution of this instruction step i of the 
computation. This computation halts i f  X^ , labels an accept or re jec t instruction. 
The time consumed by this halting comptuation is T, the number of instructions 
executed before accept or re jec t  is reached. The space used by this computation is 
the number of create instructions executed. This is  the number of ce l ls  used during 
the computation, excluding the ce l ls  in the in i t ia l  A-structure Zq. The 
time complexity of a pointer machine M is a function T(n) that specifies for each n 
the maximum computation time of M starting from an in i t ia l  A-structure with n ce lls . 
The space complexity of M is a function S(n) that specifies for each n the maximum 
amount of space used by M starting from an in i t ia l  A-structure with n ce lls .
We shall describe pointer machines in terms of programming constructs such as 
recursive procedures. With a l i t t l e  thought the reader should become convinced that 
these high level descriptions can be implemented by A-programs.
• • • 9
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53 . COMPUTATION GRAPHS
With a computation of a pointer machine M we associate a directed acyclic  graph 
G = (V, E) called the computation graph. I f  the comptnation consumes time T, then G 
has T+l vertices { 0 , . . . , T } .  Furthermore G has an arc ( i , j )  from vertex i  to vertex 
j i f  and only i f  either j = i+1 or step j uses a c e l l  whose pointers were most 
recently updated by step i .  In essence, there is an arc ( i , j )  i f  i  < j and step i 
"created the informatiorf' used by step j .  Let d be the maximum possible indegree of 
G. Since every instruction of M uses the pointers of at most 2 c e l ls ,  d <. 3. We 
may assume that d >. 2. Computation graphs may be defined for  other models of 
computation, which may have d ifferent values fo r  d.
For 0 < . a < . b < . c < . T  le t  V [a,c ] be the set of vertices {a, a+1, . . . »  c } ;  le t  
E[a,c] be the arcs of the subgraph of G induced by V [a ,c ];  and le t
E[a,b,c] = E[a, c] -  E[a,b] -  E[b,c]
be the set of arcs that cross from V[a,b] to V [b ,c ] .  An arc ( i , j )  is in E[a,b,c] i f  
and only i f  i e V[a,b] and j 8 V [b ,c ]. Define
m = c -  a,
e = e (a ,c ) = |E [a ,c ]I .
Assume that m is even; in the sequel this assumption w i l l  always hold. Let b =
Def ine
r = r (a ,c )  = |E[a,b]|/e, 
s s( a, c ) = IE [b ,c ]I/e ,
t = t (a ,c )  = lE [a ,b ,c ]I/e.
Evidently
m < e < dm ( 1 )
6r + s + t = 1 ( 2 )
Now we bound r and s in terms of d. r is minimized when IE[a, b] I is  minimized
and |E[b,c]| + |E[a,b, c] I is  maximized. These minimum and maximum values are m/2
and dm/2, respectively. Therefore
(3)
Similarly
(4)
Reversing the argument yie lds
_ « / dm/2 _ d
* -  dm/2 + m/2 “  d + 1 (5)
4 . THE SIMULATION
Let M be a pointer machine of time complexity T(n) with alphabet A. This 
Section describes a pointer machine M' of space complexity 0(T(n)/log T (n )) that 
simulates M: for every in it ia l  A—structure Zq, machine Mr accepts Zq i f  and only i f  
M accepts E^.
Let us give an overview of the simulation before we explain the details. Our 
simulation simplifies the techniques developed by Paul and Reischuk (1981). We use 
p to denote the pointer mappings of M and p' to denote the pointer mappings of Mr .
We use x, y, z, . . .  to name ce l ls  of M and x ' ,  y ' , z ' , . . .  to name ce lls  of M' .
The alphabet of M' comprises A and additional symbols. For the in i t ia l  A- 
structure we may assume that p '^ (x ) is undefined for y £ A.
Machine M' successively assumes that M runs for T = 2, 8, 32, 128, . . .  steps.
Through a garbage co llection  mechanism described in Sction 4.1, when M' tr ies  the 
next value for T, i t  reuses the ce l ls  that i t  used for the last value for T. Here 
is an outline of the simulation:
7For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  repeat Parts 1, 2, 3, and 4 in order until M' determines 
whether M accepts or re jects  Zq.
Part 1. I f  k >. 1, then perform garbage co llect ion  (Section 4.1) to  reclaim 
used ce l ls .
Part 2 . Set T := 2^ +* # Prepare 1 + (2 T )* ^  address ce l ls  (Section 4 .2 ).
1/ 2Since T is an odd power of 2, (2T) is an integer.
Part 3. Define an oracle 0q (Section 4.3) that specifies the in i t ia l  
configuration of M.
Part 4. Invoke SIMULATE (0, T, 0q, q^) (Section 4.4) to determine whether M 
accepts or re jects  Zq a fter  T steps. By convention, i f  M halts on Zq at step h, 
where h < T, then define (X^, Z j)  = (X^, Z^) for a l l  j > h. Thus M accepts Zq i f  X^ , 
labels an accept instruction, and M re jects  Zq i f  ^  labels a re ject instruction.
4.1. Garbage Collection
Occasionally during i t s  computation M' may decide that i t  no longer requires 
part of its  structure. I t  places the c e l ls  in a co llect ion  U of unused ce l ls  that 
are linked together. Whenever M' wishes to use a new c e l l ,  i t  f i r s t  attempts to 
take a c e l l  from U. I f  U is empty, then M' executes a create instruction. The 
space e ff ic iency  of M' depends on i t s  a b i l i ty  to reuse ce lls .
4.2. Addresses
For each ce l l  y used by M during i t s  computation, Mr w il l  assign an integer 
address to y. During the simulation described in Section 4.4, M' w il l  use the 
address to re fe r  to y. Since M can use one or two new ce lls  at each step, M' w il l  
assign address 2 i or address 2 i + 1 to a c e l l  whose f i r s t  use is at step i .  But for
this purpose M' cannot a llocate 2T ce lls  because i t  must work in space 0(T/log T ) .
1/2Instead, to encode addresses, M' allocates 0 ( T ' ) c e l ls  as follows.
8The alphabet of M' includes symbols a and 0 not in A. The a and 0 pointers of
1/1a ce ll  of M' w il l  point into a set of 1 + (2T) c e l ls  called the address c e l ls .
I f  u' and y ’ are address ce l ls ,  then the ordered pair (u ' , v ' )  is an address. There
1/1 1are (1 + (2T) ) >_ 1 + 2T ordered pairs of address ce l ls .  When properly
interpreted, these ordered pairs encode addresses -1 , 0, 1, . . . ,  2T-1. Furthermore, 
we assume a mechanism that when given an address w i l l  find the next larger address.
We define addresses for  the ce l ls  used by M during i t s  computation on The
address of the center of £q is -1 . Suppose the f i r s t  use of c e l l  y by M is at step
i .  Let be the center at the beginning of step i .  Then the address of y w ill  be
2 i or 2 i  + 1 according to the following rules.
Case ( i ) . Step i  is the execution of a create or center instruction. Then 
define the address of y to be 2 i.
Case ( i i ) . Step i  is  the execution of an assign 5 := Yq or an assign 8 :=
instruction. I f  y = p ( z . ) ,  then the address of y is 2 i; and i f  y = pv ( z . )  £
Y0 1 Y1
Pv ( z . ) ,  then the address of y is 2 i  + 1.
Y0 1
Case ( i i i ) . Step i  is the execution of an i f  y = 8 goto instruction. I f  y =
Py(z i>, *ken the address of y is 2 i.  I f  y = pg(z^) £ p^(z^), then the address of y
is 2 i  + 1.
Machine M' also uses the address ce l ls  to count the steps of the execution of M 
from 0 to T.
4.3. Questions and Oracles
A question about a configuration (X, £) is one of the following:
(a) What is the instruction label X?
(b) What is the address of the center of £?
9(c ) For address i  what is the address of the c e l l  P§(x) in Z» where x is  the ce l l  
whose address is  i?
An oracle is a procedure that specifies a configuration. More precisely, an 
oracle 0 for a configuration (X, Z) is a procedure whose input is a question q and 
whose output 0(q) is the answer to q for (X, Z) . I f  the c e l l  P g (x )  was not used in 
the execution of an instruction before M reached the configuration (X, Z ) , then the 
answer to a question of form (c )  would be 'ho address has been assigned." In 
essence, an oracle for (X, Z) provides the information required to simulate a 
computation beginning at (X, Z ) .
4.4. Procedure SIMULATE
Procedure SIMULATE has four inputs
a, c: integers such that c -  a is a power of 2,
0: an oracle, 
q: a question.
The output of SIMULATE is the answer to q for the configuration (X , Z ) of M thatc c
results from starting M in the configuration Z ) specified by 0 and running M
for c -  a steps.
As outlined at the beginning of Section 4, for increasing values of T machine 
M' ca lls
SIMJLATE (0, T, 0Q, q^  ,
where oracle 0q specifies the in i t ia l  configuration (Xq, Z q ) , and question q  ^ asks 
for the label Xp a fter T steps. I f  Xp labels an accept instruction, then M' accepts 
Zq; i f  Xp labels a re ject instruction, then M' rejects Zq.
Now we describe the procedure SIMULATE in deta il.
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Procedure SIMULATE (a, c, ©, q ) .
SIMULATE comprises three subordinate procedures. I f  c = a + 1, then SIMULATE runs 
Procedure 1 to simulate just one step. I f  c > a + 1, then SIMULATE runs Procedure 2 
and Procedure 3. Although both Procedure 2 and Procedure 3, when run to completion, 
would provide the correct answer to q, SIMULATE determines which procedure uses the 
smaller amount of space by running them alternately for N = 1, 2, 3, . . . :  when 
Procedure 2 attempts to create an Nth c e l l ,  i t  is aborted, and Procedure 3 is 
started; when Procedure 3 attempts to create an Nth ce l l ,  i t  is aborted, and 
SIMULATE increases N. I f  one procedure produces an answer successfully, without 
fa ilu re  of one of its  recursive ca lls , then SIMULATE returns with that answer as i ts  
output. Before Procedure 2 or Procedure 3 is started anew, the garbage co llection  
mechanism reclaims the c e l ls  used by the last procedure invocation. Consequently 
the space used by SIMULATE is the smaller of the space used by Procedure 2 and the 
space used by Procedure 3.
Procedure 1. The answer to q depends on the e ffec t of the execution of 
instruction at step a. F irst, Procedure 1 determines which instruction is executed 
at step a (Paragraph 1.1. below). I f  q asks for the address of a ce l l  (Paragraphs 
1.3 and 1.4 ), then the answer returned by Procedure 1 comports with the addresses 
defined in Section 4.2. A detailed description of Procedure 1 follows.
1.1. Invoke © to obtain the label X of the instruction.a
1.2. Suppose q asks for the label Xfi = X&+^ .
1.2.1. I f  X labels an _if y = 8 goto p instruction, then invoke © to obtain
the address of the center c e l l  z of 21 . Invoke © to obtain the addresses of p (z )a y
and p&( z ) .  I f  the addresses are equal, then Xa+1 = p; otherwise, XR+1 = Xft + 1.
1.2.2. I f  X labels an accent or re ject instruction, then by convention3
Xa+1 = Xa*
1.2.3. I f  X labels any other instruction, then X - = X + 1 .
a  3 '  jl sl
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1.3. Suppose q asks for the address of the center ce l l .
1.3.1. I f  labels a center instruction, then return 2a as the answer to q.
1.3.2. Otherwise, return 6(q) as the answer to q.
1.4. Suppose q asks for the address of Pg (x ). Invoke 0 to obtain the address of 
the center c e l l  z of £
1.4.1. I f  X labels a create instruction and the address of x is 2a, then
a "
return the address of z as the answer to q.
1.4.2. I f  x = z and X labels an assign 5 := y instruction, which a ffec ts  the
a
5 pointer of z, then invoke O to obtain the address of p (z ) and return this address
Y
as the answer to q. I f  no address has been assigned to p (z ) —  M has not accessed
Y
p^(z) in the in i t ia l  A-structure before step a —  then return 2a as the answer to q. 
The computation for assign 8 := YqY  ^ is similar.
1.4.3. Otherwise, i f  x £ z or X does not label an assign instruction thata ------
a ffec ts  the 8 pointer of z, then return O(q) as the answer to q.
Procedure 2. This procedure breaks the simulation into two independent halves. 
To answer a question generated by the second ha lf, Procedure 2 runs the f i r s t  ha lf 
of the simulation. Set b = Since c -  a is  a power of 2, so are b -  a and
c -  b.
2.1. Define O' to be an oracle that on question q' returns as i t s  answer the output
of SIMULATE (a, b, 0, qr) .  In essence, -0' specifies the configuration (X^, .
2.2. Invoke SIMULATE (b, c, 0 ' ,  q) .
Procedure 3, In this procedure only one ha lf of the computation is ever 
active. Set b = This procedure employs a table A of answers to questions q'
for which the answer to q' for the configuration (X^,
0 (q ' )  for the configuration (X , £ ) .  When Procedure 3 runs to completion
a a
successfully, each entry of A corresponds to an arc ( i ,  j )  in E[a,b,c] in the 
computation graph defined in Section 3.
d i f fe r s  from the answer
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3.1. Define oracle 9*. Let the input to 9* be q ' . The oracle 9* uses integer 
variables h and k. The variable h counts the number of questions that 9* has been 
asked; in i t ia l l y  h = 0. The variable k controls the number of questions that 9* can 
safely answer; in i t ia l ly  k = 0.
3 .1.1. Set h := h + 1.
3.1.2. I f  h < k, then consult A. I f  the answer to q' is in A, then return 
this answer as the value of 9 * ( q ' ) .  I f  the answer to q' is not in A, then invoke 9 
and return i t s  answer 9( q ' ) as the value of 9 * ( q ' ) .
3.1.3. I f  h > k, then apply the garbage co llection  mechanism to free a l l  c e l ls  
used in recursive ca lls  to SIMULATE during Procedure 3. Compare the answers to 
9 (q ' )  and SIMULATE (a, b, 9, q ' ) .  I f  they d i f fe r ,  then insert q' and the answer of 
this ca ll to SIMULATE into table A. Set k := k+1 and h := 0. Exit by invoking 
SIMULATE (b, c, 9*, q) again.
3.2. Invoke SIMULATE (b, c, 9*, q ) .
By induction on c -  a, i f  9 is an oracle for configuration (X , E ) ,  thenA &
SIMULATE (a, c, 9, q) computes the correct answer to q for configuration (X , E ) .c c
5 . SPACE ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATION
Our analysis uses the notations of both Section 3 and Section 4. Let S(a,c) be 
the maximum space used by any invocation SIMULATE (a, c, 9, q ) . For i  = 1, 2, 3 le t  
S^(a,c) be the space used by Procedure i  on any inputs 9 and q. By construction
S(a,c) = min [S2(a ,c ) ,  S3(a ,c ) ]  i f  c > a + 1, (6)
S(a,c) = S^(a,a+1) i f  c = a + 1.
Define b =
Since Procedure 1 requires 1 c e l l  to record addresses and step numbers,
13
S1(a,a+1) = 1
for a l l  a.
For Procedure 2
S2(a ,c ) = S(a,b) + S(b,c) + 1, (7)
where the additive term 1 accounts for an allocated c e l l  upon which the input 
parameters are encoded for the recursive ca ll to SIMULATE.
For Procedure 3
( a, c) = max [S (a ,b ), S (b ,c )] + 1 + |A|,
where the term 1 accounts for  the the recursive ca l l ,  and the term |AI denotes the 
maximum space occupied by the table A. In this equation the maximum of the space 
bounds is taken because ce l ls  are reused. Each entry of A corresponds to a distinct 
( i ,  j )  in E [a ,b ,c ].  Thus IAI <. |E[a,b, c] I = te, and
Sg(a,c) <. max [S (a ,b ),  S (b ,c)] + te + 1. (8)
Lemma 1, For a ll a,c
s (# ' c) ■ 0(w i ) -
Proof. We establish by induction on m = c -  a that
S(a,c ) < (9)“  log e
for some constant k.
Clearly, for m <. , there exists a constant k such that Equation (9) holds.
We may assume that
k > 10 d log (d+1) . (10)
Now assume that m > 2^+^ , hence e > 2^+* by Equation (1 ) .  The inductive
hypothesis implies
14
Thus by (7) ,
S(a,b) < krelog re ' S(b,c)
< kse 
— log se
By (5) and (8 ) ,
S2(a ,c ) < _ k L _  + —ksg— + 1 — log re log se
k —
S (a , c) < + te + 1.
3 “  1 de
log d?T
There are two exhaustive cases.
Case 1: t 1 IpR (¿+1?.. + l£8-g . We shall show that S „(a ,c ) < .log e ke 2 — log e
S ,(a ,c ) < + i  by (11 ), (3 ) ,  and (4)
log d+1
lo g  e (1 log e - ° lo g  (d+1) + 1 by (2)
< .M  .. / 1 _ log (d+1) v _______ log e_______
“  log e log e log e -  log (d+1)
_______ log. «_______ + 1
log e -  log (d+1) by hypothesis on t
= fce _ log (d+1)
log e log e -  log (d+1)
-  T o f e  since 6 1 2<1+1 •
Case 2 :  t < 3--Sf - (3±H  + lS 6 _ £ . \fe sha ll show that S , ( a , c )  & < 1lo g  e ke 3 ke —
d > 2,
log ( ^ . )  > log | > \
implies
d < 3d log ( ^ - )  < (4d -  1) log ( ^ ) .
( 11)
( 12)
. Since
(13)
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Because log (-g~) < 0,
_______kP£-.e_______
Xog e + log (¿|j)
decreases as e increases, hence
thus by (13) ,
k -i®.
---- = _______________________d-.l-Qg,e_________
log ^  ** (d+1) (log  e + log ( ^ - ) )
__________ d(d+l)___________
(d+ l) (d  + 1 + log ( ^ ) )
since e > 2d+1
d + 1 + log (^Sj)
1 - lpg
d + log ($ ■ )  '
log ded+1
l .Qg e
ke < 1
_l_ 
4d *
Furthermore, by hypothesis on t and (10),
2
(te + 1) 1°K e < (dfl? + ( I f l i J )  + log e
he k ,2 kek e
< —1— + 1 + _ 1 _
' 1 0  d 100 d 10 d'
hence
(14)
(te  + 1)
ke d
Combining (12), (14), and (15) yields
(15)
hence
S3U ’ C> ^  < 1 '  4d + W
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Ergo, by (6 ) ,
Def ine
S(m) = max [S (a ,c ) :  c -  a = m] .
We derive a bound on S(m) that w i l l  imply a space bound on the entire simulation.
Lemma 2 . S(m) = O(m/log m) .
Proof. Let k be the constant in the proof of Lemma 1. For every a, c, by (1 ) ,
S(a,c) i - n l r :  < = 0(m/log m). [ ]log e — log m
Theorem. Every pointer machine of time complexity T(n) can be simulated by a 
pointer machine of space complexity 0(T(n)/log T (n ) ) .
Proof. The simulator M' in Section 4 uses 1 + (2T)*^2 address ce l ls  and 0(1) 
c e l ls  to specify the arguments 0, T, Oq and for ca lls  to SIMULATE. The ca lls  to 
SIMULATE use at most S(T) c e l ls .  Lemma 2 guarantees that the space used by Mr is at 
most
S(T) + 1 + (2T)1/2 + 0(1) = 0(T/log T ) .  [ ]
6 . CONCLUSIONS
We have established that the time-space tradeoffs of Hopcroft et aJL. (1977) 
and Paul and Reischuk (1981) are not a rt i fa c ts  of Turing machines, but occur for 
d ifferent computational models too. Indeed, the space-efficient simulation of 
Section 4 could apply to models other than pointer machines. The analysis of 
Section 5 could then be modified according to two model-dependent parameters: the 
amount of space to encode parameters for a subroutine call (1 c e l l  for pointer
ke
S3(a ' c) ¿155
s u ’ c) 13
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machines); the amount of space for table A of Procedure 3 (at most te ce l ls  for 
pointer machines).
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